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Let k be an algebrically closed field, let H be an affine algebraic group 
over k, and let R be a commutative, Noetherian k-algebra on which H acts 
as k-algebra automorphisms such that R is a rational H-module. For 
example, R could be the coordinate ring of an affine k-variety on which H 
is an algebraic transformation group. R-modules which are simultaneously 
rational H-modules such that R and H act compatibly on them are called 
R. H-modules. The category of R. H-modules sits inside the category of R- 
modules and taking invariants provides a functor from it to modules over 
the ring of invariants RH. The homological properties of an R. H-module 
(for example, R itself) are linked to its homology as an R-module and the 
homology of its invariants, and thus the category of R. H-modules 
mediates between the homological properties of R and RH. 
This paper is concerned with homological algebra for R. H-modules, 
especially with injective modules, minimal injective resolutions, and 
cohomology, and its uses in carrying homological properties of R to those 
of RH. 
The first section, Preliminaries, gives basic definitions, conventions and 
notations, and summarizes previous results. The second section, The 
Functor Rat, introduces a bifunctor in the category of H-modules which 
acts like an internal Horn-functor, and is used to obtain an injective-preser- 
ving induction functor from R”-modules to R. H modules. We find that if Z 
is an injective R. H-module and A4 a finitely generated R. H-module then 
Ext;(M, I) = 0 for p > 0, and this result is the basic tool for relating R. H 
and R cohomology. In case H is linearly reductive, we can characterize the 
induced injective R. H-modules, and if further the category of R. H- 
modules has an induced injective cogenerator then taking H-invariants 
preserves minimal injective resolutions. This is a strong assumption: we 
show that it implies that R is faithfully flat over RH. The third section, 
Local Cohomology in Mod(R . H), considers associated primes, grade, and 
local cohomology for R. H-modules, assuming H is connected and linearly 
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reductive. We are concerned with the associated primes of the minimal 
injective resolution of R as an R. H-module. For example, if RH is local 
with maximal ideal M, ii;i is the largest H-stable ideal of R lying over A4, 
and R is regular, then this minimal injective resolution is shown to be of 
length equal to the height h of n, and its last non-zero term contains a 
unique injective summand with associated prime AZ, which can be iden- 
tified as the local cohomology group Hh(R). We show further that taking 
invariants preserves local cohomology. This implies, in the above situation, 
that if li;i= RM then RH is Gorestein. The final section, Tori and 
Localization, deals with the special case that H is a torus. In this case 
localization techniques exist, and provide a complete description of injec- 
tive R * H-modules. In general, only partial localizations are available, but 
this still allows some further analysis of where prime H-stable ideals which 
are maximal with respect to lying over primes of RH occur as associated 
primes in the minimal injective resolution of R as an R. H-module. 
R * H-modules have been studied previously in a number of contexts, 
under a variety of notations. In [13], which dealt with the case where H 
was solvable, they were denoted *modules, by analogy with [7], which can 
be viewed as dealing with the case that H is a torus. In [ 121, which dealt 
with projective R * H-modules, they were called rational R - H modules. 
The notation R * H adopted here is taken from [ 151. 
1. PRELI~~INARIES 
This section contains definitions, notations and conventions, and sum- 
marizes previous results. Paragraphs are numbered for later reference. 
(1.1) k is an algebraically closed field, H is a reduced affine algebraic 
group, and R is a commutative, Noetherian k-algebra on which H acts as 
k-algebra automorphisms, such that R is a rational H-module. We assume 
further that H does not permute non-trivially any finite subset of Spec(R). 
(This latter assumption is superfluous if H is connected and reductive, or if 
H is connected and char(k) = 0 [8]). k[H] is the afline coordinate ring of 
H, and X(H) is the character group of H. 
The fundamental example of such an algebra with H-action arises from 
an action of H as an algebraic tranformation group on an affine k-variety 
V. Then the coordinate ring R = k[ V] has an H-action of the appropriate 
type given by (xf)(u)=f(x-lu) f or XEH, PER, and UE V. It is also 
important to realize that not every R we consider is of this type, however: 
we do not require that R be finitely generated as a k-algebra, or be 
reduced. 
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(1.2) Mod(H) is the category of rational H-modules. If T is a k-linear 
transformation between objects of Mod(H) and h E H, then h. T= 
h( T(h-‘( )). If M is a rational H-module, X an abstract H-module over k, 
and f: M + X an H-equivariant k-linear transformation, f(M) is a rational 
H-module. If A4 is in Mod(H), MH is the submodule of invariants. If H is 
linearly reductive and M in Mod(H), then M, is the maximal H-ergodic 
submodule of it4 and is the kernel of the Reynolds operator P,: M + MH. 
We recall that an H-module M is ergodic if MH = {0}, and that (H being 
linearly reductive) every H-module M is an H-module direct sum 
M=MH@MH. This decomposition is functorial, in the sense that if 
f:M-+N is an H-module homorphism, then f(MH) c NH and 
f(MH) G NH. In particular, we have fp,,,, = pNf: If V is a simple rational H- 
module, M, is the V-isotypic component of M, and we have an 
isomorphism of H-modules Hom,( V, M) @ V + M,, where H is trivial on 
the first factor. A semi-invariant m of weight x E X(H) in the rational H- 
module A4 is an element such that hm = X(h) m for all h E H. 
(1.3) An R. H-module A4 is an R-module and an H-module such 
that for all Y E R, h E H, and m E M, h(rm)= h(r) h(m). If M and N are 
R * H-modules, Hom,.,(M, N) = Hom,(M, N) n Hom,(M, N), and 
Mod( R. H) denotes the category of R. H-modules. If V E Mod(H), R 0 V 
is an R. H-module, where H acts diagonally and R acts on the first factor. 
An R. H-module is finitely generated if it is a homomorphic image of some 
R@ V with V finite-dimensional; this is equivalent to being finitely 
generated as R-module. Since R is Noetherian, finitely generated R. H- 
modules have the ascending chain condition. Mod(R . H) is closed under 
direct sum and is an abelian category with enough injectives. If 
M E Mod(R . H), E,. H(M) denotes the injective hull of M in Mod(R. H), 
and Ea.,(M) denotes the ith term in the minimal injective resolution for 
M in Mod(R . H). The ascending chain condition in Mod(R. H) noted 
above implies that direct sums of R. H-injectives are injective, and that 
every R. H-injective is a direct sum of indecomposables. 
(1.4) Spec, (R) denotes the H-stable prime ideals of R. If M is an R- 
module, Ass(M) denotes its set of associated primes, E,(M) its injective 
hull in the category Mod(R) of R-modules, and E;(M) the ith term in its 
minimal injective resolution in Mod(R). If P E Spec( R), ht( P) is its height. 
2. THE FUNCTOR RAT 
In this section the bifunctor Rat is introduced. Rat provides an internal 
Horn-functor in Mod(H) and Mod(R . H), adjoint to the tensor product, 
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and also yields an induction functor from Mod(P) to Mod(R . H) which 
preserves injectives. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let X and Y be H-modules. Then f in Horn, (X, Y) is 
rational if {h *fl h E H} spans a linite-dimensional subspace of 
Hom,(X, Y). We let Rat(X, Y) = (f~ Hom,(X, Y)(f is rational}. 
Additional equivalent formulations of “rational” are given in (2.4) below. 
We show first that Ratk(X, Y) is again in Mod(H). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let X and Y be H-modules. Then Ratk(X, Y) is the 
largest H-submodule of the H-space Hom,(X, Y). 
Proof. Clearly every H-submodule of Hom,(X, Y) is in Ratk(X, Y). 
Moreover, if X and Y are finite-dimensional then Hom,(X, Y) = 
Rat, (X, Y) and the latter is an H-module. Now let X = u {Xi ( i E I}, where 
Xi is a finite-dimensional H-submodule of X and let f~ Rat, (X, Y). Let V 
be the span of {h .fl h E H) and let Ki= Ker( V+ Hom,(X, Y)) (by restric- 
tion). Since fl {Kil ic Z} = 0, there is a finite subset F of Z such that 
n {KijiE F}=O. If X,=x{Xjl i E F}, then V+ Hom,(X,,, Y) by restric- 
tion is an injection. Let Y, be a finite-dimensional H-submodule of Y con- 
tainingf(X,). For h E H, (h ,f)(xo) = h(f(h- lx,)) c YO, and it follows that 
the image of V in Hom,(X,, Y) lies in Hom,(X,,, Y,). Since this latter is an 
H-module, V is a submodule of it. It follows that Ratk(X, Y) is an H- 
module. 
Next, we see that Rat is adjoint to the tensor product over k in Mod(H). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let X, Y and Z be H-modules. Then there is a linear 
isomorphism 4: Hom,(X@, Y, 2) + Hom,(X, Rat,( Y, Z)) given by 
4(f)(X)(Y)=f(XOY). 
Proof. The standard “adjoint associativity” isomorphism [ 10, 
Theorem 3.1, p. 1441 gives a linear isomorphism Horn, (X8, Y, Z) + 
Hom,(X, Homk( Y, Z)) using the formula of the proposition. When restric- 
ted to Hom,(X@,, Y, Z) it yields H-linear homomorphism from X to 
Hom,( Y, Z), which by (2.2) and (1.1) takes values in Rat,( Y, Z). Thus 
Hom,(X, Rat,(Y, Z)) is the image of Hom,(X@, Y, Z) under that 
isomorphism. 
We can now obtain the additional characterizations of “rational.” 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let X and Y be H-modules and let f be in Hom,(X, Y). 
Then the following are equivalent: 
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(1) There is a finite dimensional H-module V, an element v of V, and 
an H-module homomorphism F XOk V -+ Y such that F(x@ v) =f(x) for all 
x in X. 
(2) There is a finite-dimensional H-module V, an element v of V, and 
an H-module homomorphism F: X + Ratk(V, Y) such that F’(x)(v)=f(v) 
for all x in X. 
(3) f is rational, 
Proof Parts (1) and (2) are equivalent by (2.3): given F, take F’ = Q(F) 
and given F, take F= D-‘(F). To see that (1) implies (3), we note that for 
h E H and XE X, (h.f)(x)=F(x@h-‘v). If vi ,..., v, span V, then h.f is 
contained in the span of the functions F,( . ) = F( _ 0 vi) so (3) obtains. 
Given (3), let V be the span of {h .f 1 h E H} and let F XOk V+ Y be 
F(x @ v) = v(x). Then F is an H-module homomorphism and F(x of) = 
f(x) for all x in X, so (1) holds. 
The formulation of rational in (2.4.1) makes it easy to obtain the 
functorial properties of Rat. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let X, Y, Z be H-modules, let g E Ratk(X, Y) and let 
f E Rat,( Y, Z). Then fg E Ratk(X, Z). 
Proof: By (2.4.1) there are finite-dimensional H-modules V, W contain- 
ing elements v, w  and H-module homomorphisms G: X0, V+ Y and 
F YOk W+Z such that G(x@v)=g(x) and F(y@w)=f(y). Define 
K:X@,(V@, W)-*ZbyK(x@s@t)=F(G(x@s)@t).Then Kisan H- 
module homomorphism and K(x 0 (v 0 w)) =f (g(x)), so by (2.4) fg is 
rational. 
The preceding corollary shows that Rat is an internal bifunctor on 
Mod(H). It is also clear that Ratk(X, *) and Rat,(*, Y) are left exact. We 
also have the following further consequence of (2.4). 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let E be an injective H-module. Then Rat, (*, E) is an 
exact functor whose values are injective H-modules. 
Proof Let g: X + Y be an H-module monomorphism and let f: X + E 
be rational. Let F, V, u be as in (2.4.1) for f: Then g@ 1: XOk V + Yak V 
is an H-module monomorphism and F XOk V + E is an H-module 
homomorphism, so since E is H-injective there is an H-module 
homomorphism E YOk V +E with Fo(g@l). Let f(~)=F(‘(@v) for 
ye Y. If x~X, f(g(y))=Fog@l)(x@v)=f(x), so in Ratk(Y,E)-+ 
Ratk(X, E)frestricts tof: It follows that Ratk(*, E) is exact. Moreover, the 
adjoint isomorphism of (2.3) shows that Hom,( *, Rat,( Y, E)) = 
Hom,( * 0, Y, E) is the composite of the exact functors *Ok Y and 
Hom,( *, E) so Ratk ( Y, E) is H-injective. 
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We denote the right derived functors of Ratk(X, *) by RatZ(X, *). Using 
(2.6), we can calculate Ext in Mod(H) from these derived functors via a 
spectral sequence: 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let X and Y be H-modules. Then there is a spectral 
sequence H”(H, Rat%(X, Y)) * Ext;(X, Y). 
Proof Hom,(X, Y) = Hom,(k@, X, Y) = Hom,(k, Ratk(X, Y)) (last 
equality by (2.3)) so Hom,(X, *) is the composite of Ratk(X, *) and 
Horn,@, *). By (2.6), Rat,(X, *) carries injectives to injectives, so the 
Grothendieck spectral sequence [4, Theorem 3.4.1, p. 1481 applies here. 
Next we turn to the study of Rat for R * H-modules. 
DEFINITION 2.9. Let M and N be R. H-modules. Then Rat, (M, N) = 
HomR(M, N) n Rat,(M, N). 
LEMMA 2.10. u M and N are R. H-modules, so is Rat R (M, N). 
Proof It is straightforward to verify that Rat,(M, N) is an H-sub- 
module of Rat,(M, N). If a E R, let L(a): M + M be given by 
L(a)(m) = am. For x E H, we see that L(xa) = x’ L(a) and it follows that 
L(a) E Ratk(M, M). If fE Rat,(M, N) then af=fi L(a) is in Ratk(M, N) 
by (2.5) and af HomR(M, N), so af E Rat,(M, N). If x E H, it is easy to 
see that x.af=(xa)(x*f) so Rat,(M, N) is an R. H-module. 
The same method of proof as (2.3) establishes the following adjointness 
property of Rat R : 
PROPOSITION 2.11. Let M, N and P be R * H-modules. Then there is a 
linear isomorphism @: Hom,.,(MOR N, P) + Hom,.,(M, Rat,(N, P)) 
given by @(f)(m)(n) = f (m @ n). 
For finitely generated modules, every R-homomorphism is rational: 
PROPOSITION 2.12. Let M and N be R. H-modules with M finitely 
generated. 
(1) !P:Rat,(R, N)+ N by Y(f)=f(l) is an R. H-module iso- 
morphism. 
(2) Rat,(M, N) = HomR(M, N). 
Proof (1) Y is clearly an injective R. H-homomorphism. If n E N, 
define f,: R + N by f,,(u) = vn. For x E H, x *f, =Jy,, and it follows that fn 
is in Rat,( R, N). Since Y( f,) = n, !P is onto. 
(2) Let V be a finite-dimensional H-module such that there is a R * H- 
module surjection R Bk V-+ M. This induces an H-space injection 
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Hom,(M, N) + Hom,(R Ok V, N) and this latter is Hom,( V, N). If 
N=U {Nili~Z}, where Ni is a finite-dimensional H-module, then 
Hom,(V,N)=U {Hom,(V,Ni)IiEZ} and Horn, ( V, N,) = Rat, ( V, Ni). It 
follows that Hom,(R@, V, N)= Rat,(R@, V, N) so Hom,(M, N)= 
Rat,(M, N). 
The method of proof of (2.6) yields the following result about the functor 
Rat, (*, K) when Z is injective: 
PROPOSITION 2.13. Let Z be an injective R. H-module. Then Rat, (*, I) is 
exact. 
Proof: Let g: M + N be an R’ H-module monomorphism and let 
fERat,(M,Z). Let Vbe the k-span of (h.f(he H) and let Z?M@, V+Z 
be F(m@ u) = v(m). F is an R. H-module homomorphism, as is 
g@ 1: MOk V+ NOk V. Since Z is R. H-injective, there is i? NOk V-+ Z 
with Fog@ 1 = F. Let f: N -+I be given by f(n) =F((n@f). By (2.4) 
f~ Rat,(N, I) and by definition f is in Hom,(N, I). Thus fe Rat,(N, Z), 
andf’g=f: As in (2.6), the result follows. 
From (2.13) and (2.12.2) we deduce the following vanishing theorem. 
COROLLARY 2.14. Let Z be an injective R. H-module and let M be a 
jinitely-generated R . H- module. Then ExtP, (h4, I) = 0 for p > 0. 
Proof: Let P, = R Ok V,, where V is a finite-dimensional H-module 
such that there is a surjection p: P, + M of R. H-modules. Then 
K= Ker(p) is also a finitely generated R. H-module and hence there 
finite-dimensional H-module VI, and an R. H-surjection 
%, =a;@k v, + K. Continuing in this fashion we produce an R. H-module 
resolution Pi of M, where each Pi is a finitely generated free R-module. 
Then Ext;(M, I) = HP(Hom,(P,, I)). Since Hom,(P,, I) = Rat,(P,, I) by 
(2.12.2) and RatR(*, I) is exact by (2.13), the result follows. 
Using (2.14) and standard dimension-shifting arguments we deduce the 
next corollary: 
COROLLARY 2.15. Let M and N be R. H-modules with M finitely 
generated and let (E’) be an injective resolution of N as R * H-module. Then 
Ext;(M, N) = HP(Hom,(M, E*)). 
In case H is linearly reductive, (2.15) also yields a calculation of Ext in 
Mod( R . H): 
COROLLARY 2.16. Let M, N be R. H-modules with Mfinitely generated. 
Then, for all p, Ext $ (A4, N) is an R. H-module and, if H is linearly reductive, 
Ext;(M, N)H= Ext;.,(M, N). 
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Proof: Let {E’} be an injective resolution of N as R. H-module. For 
each i, Hom,(M, E’)=Rat.(M, E’) by (2.12.2) and hence HomR(M, E*) 
is a complex of R * H-modules. Thus HP(Hom,(M, E*)) is an R. H- 
module for each p, so Extg(M, N)H = HP(Hom.(M, E*)H), since the exact 
functor (*)” commutes with homology, and Hom,(M, Z?i)H= 
HomR.H(M, E’) while HP(Hom,.,(M, E’)) = Extg.,(M, N). 
The second assertion of (2.16) combined with (2.14) yields the following 
characterization of injective R. H-modules: 
PROPOSITION 2.17. I f  H is linearly reductive, an R. H-module Z is injec- 
tive ifandonly ifExtf,(M,Z)=Of or all finitely generated R * H-modules M. 
Proof. If Z is injective, ExtfR (M, I) = 0 by (2.14). Conversely, Z is injec- 
tive if and only if Extk. H (A4, I) = 0 for all finitely generated R. H-modules 
M, and by (2.16) Extf,(M,Z)=O implies Extk.,(M,Z)=O. 
Even when H is not linearly reductive, there is a spectral sequence (2.19) 
relating R * H-cohomology to R- and H-cohomology. The existence of the 
sequence comes from the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.18. Let Z be an injective R . H-module. 
(1) Z is an injective H-module. 
(2) Zf A4 is a finitely generated R. H-module, HP(H, Rat, (M, I)) = 0 
for p > 0. 
Proof. (1) Hom,(*,Z)=Hom..,(R@,(*),Z) and both R@I~(*) and 
Horn,. H (*, I) are exact. 
(2) Let (Pi} be a R * H-module resolution of M (constructed as in 
(2.14), where Pi= R& Vi for some finite-dimensional H-module Vi. By 
(2.13), {RatR(Pi, I>} is an (ascending) R * H-module resolution of 
Rat,(M,Z). By (2.12.2), Rat,(Pi,Z)=Hom,(Pi,Z)=Hom,(R@kVi,Z)= 
Hom,( Vi, I) = VF Ok Z, where VT is the linear dual of Vi over k. Now by 
part (1) Z is H-injective, so by [ 16, Proposition 1.8, p. 41 I’: Bk Z is H- 
injective, and thus the resolution {Rat, (Pi, I) > consists of H-injective 
modules. Thus Hr(H, Rat,(M, I))= HP(RatR(P,, Z)H). Since 
Rat,(P,, I)“= Hom,.,(Pi, I) and Z is R* H-injective the complex 
{Rat,(P,, I)“> h as zero cohomology in positive dimension. 
THEOREM 2.19. Let M and N be R. H-modules with Mfinitely generated. 
Then there is a spectral sequence Hp(H, Ext$(M, N)) * Ext”,. H(M, N). 
Proof: Hom,.,(M, *) = Hom,(M, *)” so HomR.H(M, *) is the com- 
posite of the functors HomR(M, *)=Rat,(M, *) and (*)“. By (2.18.2), 
Rat, (M, *) carries injective R. H-modules into ( *)H-acylics, and hence 
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there is a spectral sequence by [4, Theorem 3.4.1., p. 1483. This sequence 
has the form RP( )“R”(Hom,(M, *)) *R”Hom..,(M, *). By definition, 
RnHomR.H(M, *)=Ext”,.,(M, *). By (2.15) Rq(Hom,(M, *)) = 
Exti(M, *) and by definition, RP( )“( *) = HP(H, *). 
COROLLARY 2.20. Assume char(k) = 0 and let M be a finitely generated 
R ’ H-module. For every R. H-module N, Ext P, H (M, N) = 0 if 
p >pd,(M) + dim(R,((H)), where R,(H) is the unipotent radical of H. 
Proof. We recall that H”(H, V)= H”(R,(H), I’)” [3, Lemma l.l., 
p. 1441 and that H”(R,(H), *)=0 for n >dim(R,(H)) [9, (1.95)], then 
apply (2.19). 
A special case of (2.20) was found in [ 13, Theorem 93. 
It follows from (2.20) that Mod(R. H) has finite injective dimension, in 
the sense that there is an integer n with Eg H(M) = 0 for p > n, when R is 
regular. 
We can further use the functor Rat to induce modules from RH to R. H- 
modules. We first define a restriction functor: 
DEFINITION 2.21. Let N be an R. H-module. Then (N)H = N/N’, where 
N’ is the R. H-submodule of N generated by { xn - n 1 x E H, n E N}, and 
qH: N + (N)H is the canonical projection. 
(The notation (N)H is chosen to conform with the corresponding 
notation for abstract groups. It is important not to confuse (N)H with NH, 
in the case where H is linearly reductive, where NH is the maximal H- 
ergodic H-submodule of N. Indeed, when H is linearly reductive the 
Reynolds operator pN: N + NH induces an isomorphism PH: (N)H + NH). 
Now let M be an RH-module. With trivial H action M becomes an 
RH. H-module. We can thus consider the RH. H-module Rat,H(R, M). If 
r E R and f E Rat,H(R, M), let (rf )(s) =f (rs). Since s --, rs is in Rat,(R, R), 
rf E Rat,+ (R, M). This action makes Rat,H(R, M) an R. H-module, and 
we have the following adjointness formula: 
PROPOSITION 2.22. Let M be an RH-module and N an R * H-module. Then 
@: Hom,.H(N, Rat,dR, Ml) -+ Hom,4(N)H, M) by @(f )(q,dx))= 
f (x)( 1) is an isomorphism. 
Proof: Let f belong to the domain of @, let n E N and let r E R. Then 
f(n)(r) =f (m)(l) = @(f )(qdrn)), so Q(f) determines f and @ is one-one. 
Now suppose h, is in the range of CD, n E N and r E R. Let h(n)(r) = 
h,(q,(rn)). This defines h: N -+ HomRH(R, N). For x E H, x.h(n)(r)= 
h(xn)(r) and for r E R, rh(n) = h(m), so h(N) is an R. H-submodule of 
Hom,+(R, N). Thus h(N) is in Rat,H(R, N) and h: N-t Rat,H(R, M) is an 
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R. H-homomorphism. Thus h is in the domain of @, and Q(h) = h, , so @ is 
onto. 
COROLLARY 2.23. Let H be linearly reductive and let Z be an injective 
RH-module. Then Rat,+(R, I) is an injective R * H-module. 
Proof The Reynolds operator N + NH is RH linear and induces an RH- 
isomorphism (N)H + NH for any R. H-module N. The functor (*)” from 
Mod(R*H) to Mod(RH) is exact. Thus Hom,.,(*, Rat,H(R, I)) is the 
composite, by (2.22) of the exact functors (*)H and Hom,+,(*, I). 
We will see shortly that (2.23) can be made more precise. We first note 
the following formula: 
LEMMA 2.24. Let H be linearly reductive and let M be an RH-module. 
Then F:Rat,~(R,M)~-+ikl by F(f)=f(l) is an R,-isomorphism. 
Proof Define G: M + HomRH(R, M) by G(m)(r) =pR(r) m. We leave it 
to the reader to verify that G(M) s Rat,H(R, M) and that G is inverse to F. 
THEOREM 2.25. Let H be linearly reductive. 
(1) Zf X + Y is an essential monomorphism of RH-modules, then 
RatRH (R, X) + Rat RH (R, Y) is an essential monomorphism of R . H-modules. 
(2) Zf X is an RH-module and M is and R. H-submodule of 
Rat ,+(R, X), then if MH = 0, M = 0. 
(3) Zf X is an RH-module then E,. H (Rat,H(R, X)) is isomorphic to 
Rat,H(R, EEH(X)). 
(4) Zf X is an RH-module then E,.,(Rat,“(R, X))” is isomorphic to 
ERH 03 
(We recall that a monomorphism is essential if every non-zero sub- 
module of the range has non-zero intersection with the image.) 
Proof If S is a subset of Rat,n(R, X), we let S(l)= {f(l)lf E S}. We 
first establish (2): Assume MH = 0. Then (M)H = 0 so Horn,,,(M),, X) = 0. 
By (2.22), Horn,. H(M, Rat,H(R, X)) = 0. Since this latter Horn contains 
the inclusion of M in Rat,H (R, X), we conclude M = 0. 
Next, we prove (1): If M is an R. H-submodule of RatRH(R, Y) and 
M # 0, then by (2) MH is a non-zero submodule of Rat,H(R, Y)H. By 
(2.24) this means M( 1) is a non-zero submodule of Y, and hence M( 1) n X 
is non-zero. Since M( 1) n X = (Rat RH (R, X) n M)( 1 ), M meets Rat RH (R, X) 
non-trivially. 
Now (3) follows: Rat,n(R, X) + Rat,H( R, E,+(X)) is essential by (1) 
and the range is injective by (2.33). 
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Finally, (4) follows from (3) and (2.24). 
By (2.25.2), we see that R. H-submodules M of the induced R. H- 
module Rat,H(R, X) must contain non-zero invariants. This is a strong 
condition: we see below that it implies that A4 is an essential extension of 
RMH. Simultaneously, we derive a condition which will subsequently be 
shown to imply that we can take MH for X. 
COROLLARY 2.26. Let H be linearly reductive, let X be an RH-module and 
let M be a non-zero R. H-submodule of Rat,H(R, X). Then 
(1) M is an essential extension of its R . H-submodule RMH. 
(2) If XGM and P,(rx)=O for all rE R, then x=0, where 
P, : M + MH is the Reynolds operator ( 1.2). 
Proof: Let N be a non-zero R. H-submodule of M. By (2.25.2), NH # 0, 
and NH s MH. Thus, Nr\ RMH # 0, and (2.26.1) is obtained. For (2.26.2), 
we consider the R. H-submodule of M generated by x. If x is non-zero, this 
submodule contains a non-zero invariant y = xrihi(x), where hi E H and 
ri E R. But P,+,(y) = y, while P,(Cr,h,(x)) = CPM(h,:’ (ri) x) =O. So x is 
zero. 
In (2.26), it need not be the case that M= RMH, as the following exam- 
ple illustrates: let H = G,(k) and let R = k[X], where t E H acts on x by 
t. x = tx. Then RH = k. Let M = Rat,H(R, k). The Reynolds operator 
p = P,: R + k is evaluation at 0, and p is in M. In fact, p E MH, and 
Rp = kp. By (2.24), MH = kp, so RMH = kp. By (2.26.1), M is an essential 
extension of kp and by (2.23) M is injective, so M= E,. H(kp). It is easy to 
see that this latter module is in fact k[x, x-‘l/R (for example, by using 
(2.36) below), so that M# RMH. 
We want to know which R. H-modules are submodules of induced 
modules Rat,H(R, *). The necessary condition of (2.26.2) turns out to be 
sufficient also: 
DEFINITION 2.2.7. Let H be linearly reductive and let M be an R. H- 
module. Then *M = {x E MI P,,,(rx) = 0 for all r E R}. 
LEMMA 2.28. Let H be linearly reductive and let M be an R. H-module. 
DeJine CD,,,,: M-r Rat,H(R, MH) by @,,,,(m)(r) =pM(rm). Then 
(1) *M is the kernel of QM; 
(2) iff: M + M is an R. H-homomorphism then f  (*M) G *(Ml); 
(3) *(M/*M) = 0; 
(4) if M is an R ’ H-submodule of N, then *N n M = *M; 
(5) if*M=O, @,,, is an essential monomorphism. 
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Proof By (2.22), Hom,.,,(M, Rat,H(R, MH)) = Hom,H((M),, MH), 
and QM is the R. H-homomorphism corresponding to the canonical 
isomorphism (M)H + MH. Assertion (1) is clear, and (2) follows from the 
fact that P,. f =fp,,,,. In (3), we observe that (M/*M)H =MH (since 
( *&QH = 0) and compare the kernels of M + Rat,H(R, MH) and M/*M -P 
Rat,H(R, (M/*M)H). Assertion (4) is immediate from the definition and the 
fact that pM restricts to pM on M. For (5), assume *M = 0 and identify M 
and o,,,(M). If X is a non-zero R * H-submodule of Rat,H(R, MH), then by 
(2.25.2), XH # 0, and MH = Rat,H(R, MH)“ by (2.24), so Xn M# 0. 
We can use (2.28) to identify injective modules of the form Rat,+(R, I), 
where I is RH-injective. 
THEOREM 2.29. Let H be linearly reductive. 
(1) If E is an injective R. H-module with *E = 0, then EH is RH- 
injective and E is R * H-isomorphic to Rat,H(R, EH). 
(2) If M is any R. H-module with *M= 0, then E,. H(M) is R * H- 
isomorphic to Rat,H(R, ER”(MH)). 
Proof: (1) Let E’ = E,“(EH). Then EH --t E’ is essential to so by 
(2.25.1) Rat,H(R, En) + Rat,H(R, E’) is essential. By (2.28.5), 
E -P RatRH (R, EH) is also essential, As E is injective, we have isomorphisms 
E= RatRH(R, EH) = Rat,H(R, E’). By (2.24), Rat&R, E’)H = E’ is RH- 
injective so EH = E’ is injective. 
(2) Let E = Rat,n(MH). By (2.23), Rat,H(R, E) is injective, and we 
have essential monomorphisms M + Rat,H(R, MHn) --t Rat,H(R, E) by 
(2.28) and (2.25.1). Thus E,, H(M) is R * H-isomorphic to Rat,H(R, E). 
We remark that the condition *E = 0 of (2.29.1) is also necessary for E 
to equal RatRH(R, EH) by (2.26.2). 
One case in which (2.29) will always apply is when there is an injective 
cogenerator I of Mod(R. H) with *I= 0. For it then follows from (2.28.4) 
that every injective R. H-module E has *E = 0. The next proposition gives 
a sufficient condition for such an Z to exist. 
PROPOSITION 2.30. Let H be linearly reductive and let M be an R * H- 
ideal of R such that (a) R/M is isomorphic to k[H] as H-module and k- 
algebra and (b) MH is the unique maximal ideal of RH. Then 
I= ER H (R/M) is an injective cogenerator of Mod( R. H) with *I= 0. 
Proof. Let N be the sum of all R* H-ideals of R. By [14, (2), p. 281 and 
(b) we have NH E MH so N # R. Since M c N and R/M is R * H-simple by 
(a), M = N. Suppose X is a finitely generated R. H-module. Then Ann,(X) 
is an R. H-ideal and hence is contained in N = M. It follows that X/MA’ is 
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a non-zero (R/M) . H-module, and hence a k [ H] . H-module. By [ 15, (4.1), 
p. 431 there is a non-zero k[H] . H-module homomorphism X/MX -+ R/M. 
Thus X-+ X/MX --t R/M is a non-zero R. H-homomorphism. It follows 
that I is an injective cogenerator of Mod(R. H). By (2.28.4), 
*In RIM = *(R/M). Since R/M is simple and (R/M)H = k #O, *(R/M) = 0, 
so *I= 0 also. 
We examine the geometric meaning of the hypothesis of (2.30) in case R 
arises from an action of H on an afline variety V. Suppose there is an 
element u in V whose orbit is closed and isomorphic to H under h H hu. Let 
I denote the kernel of the corresponding algebra homomorphism 
k[ V] + k[H] given by restriction to the orbit. Z is a prime ideal of k[ V]. 
We let S=k[VJH-ZH, R=S-‘k[V] and M=IS. Then R and M satisfy 
the hypotheses of (2.30). 
COROLLARY 2.31. Under the hypothesis of (2.30), every injectiue R. H- 
module is of the form Rat,H(R, I), where I is an injective RH-module. If X is 
an RH-module and N is an R ’ H-module then Ext$. H(R ORE X, N) = 
Ext$,(X, NH). 
Proof. The first assertion is immediate from (2.29), (2.30), and the 
remarks between. For the second, let (E’} be a injective R. H-resolution of 
N. Since Hom,.,(RORH X, E’)=Hom,~(x, (E’)H) for each i, we have 
Ext;.H(R@RH X, N)= HP(HomHR(X, (E*)H) for all p, and since (Ei)H is 
injective the right-hand side is Ext$&(X, NH). 
We will consider further applications of (2.30) below. The following for- 
mulae, which we now record, will be used in those applications. 
LEMMA 2.32. Let H be linearly reductive and let { Eil i E I} be a set of 
injective RH-modules. Then E = 0 { RatRH( R, E’)I i E I} is isomorphic to 
Rat,H(R, 0 (EiliEZ)). 
Proof By (2.23) and (1.3), E is an injective R* H-module. By (2.24.2), 
*RatRH(R, E’)=O for all i, so *E=O. By (2.24), EH= @ Ei. By (2.28.5), !DE 
is an essential monomorphism, and, since E is injective, it follows that QE 
is an isomorphism. 
LEMMA 2.33. Let H be linearly reductive, let I be an injective RH-module, 
let M be an R. H-module with *M = 0 and let f: M + Rat,+i( R, I) be an 
essential R. H-monomorphism. Then MH -+ Rat,H(R, I)H = I is an essential 
monomorphism. 
Proof. By (2.28.5), QM is an essential monomorphism and by (2.23) 
Rat,H(R, I) is injective. Thus f is CD,,, followed by Rat,H( R, MH) -+ 
Rat,H(R, K). Suppose Y is an RH-submodule of I with Yn MH = 0. 
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Then Rat,H(R, MH) n Rat,H(R, Y) = 0, so Rat,H(R, Y) = 0 and hence 
0 = Rat,H(R, Y)” = Y by (2.24). 
We are now in a position to see that, under the assumptions of (2.30) 
that taking H-invariants carries R. H-minimal injective resolutions to RH- 
minimal injective resolutions, and hence to determine R. H-resolutions. 
PROPOSITION 2.34. Assume the hypotheses of (2.30), and let X be an 
R + H-module. Let {EL H (X)} be the R. H-minimal injective resolution of X 
and let {E&(XH)} be the RH-minimal injective resolution of XH. Then 
Ei.H(X)H= E&(XH) for each i. 
Proof: Let E’ = Ek. H (X) for each i and let K’ = Ker(E” + E’+ ‘). By 
(2.31), P = (Ei)H is injective and E’ = Rat,H( R, Ii). Since H is linearly 
reductive, Z” + I’ --) -. . is exact and (K’)H = Ker(Z’+ Z’+‘). Since K’+ E’ 
is R * H-essential, by (2.30) and (2.33) we have (K’)H + Z’ is RH-essential. 
So {r’} is the RH-minimal injective resolution of (ZP’)H = XH. 
THEOREM 2.35. Assume the hypotheses of (2.30), let X be an R. H- 
module and, for P E Spec(RH), let ~i(P, X”) b e the number of times 
ER~(RH/p) occurs in E&(XH) [ 1, p. 111, Then Ei,, H(X) is the direct sum, 
over P in Spec(RH), of ui(P, XH)-copies of E,. ,(R/PR). 
Proof By (2.34) and (2.32), E$.H(X) is the direct sum, over P in 
Spec( RH), of ui(P, XH)-copies of Rat,H(R, E,“(Rn/P)). Now 
(R/PR)H = RHfP, so by (2.29.2), this latter R. H-module is E,. ,(R/PR), 
and the theorem results. 
The hypotheses of (2.30) are clearly very strong. They imply, as (2.31) 
shows, that every injective R * H-module has injective invariants. We will 
now see, under a finiteness assumption on R over RH, that this means that 
R is flat over RH. We begin by identifying the H-isotypic components of the 
R . H-modules Rat RH (R, X). 
LEMMA 2.36. Assume H is linearly reductive and let X be an RH-module 
and let V be a simple H-module. Then Rat,” (R, X) y is RH. H-isomorphic to 
Rat,&Ry., X). 
Proof. We consider the following chain of isomorphisms: 
HOIIl,( v, Rat,H(R, X)) = HOm,( vBk R, X) = HOIll,( V@,, RV., X) = 
Hom,( V, Rat,H(R,., X)). The first and third isomorphisms are con- 
sequences of (2.3) and the second follows from the fact that X is a trivial 
H-module (if W is another simple H-module, Hom,( V’@Ik W, k)= 
Hom,( V, W*) =0 if W* # V.) It now follows from (1.2) that 
Rat,H(R, X),= RatRH(Rvr, X),. If W is a simple H-module not 
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isomorphic to V, Hom,(W,Rat,H(R,*,X))=Hom,(W@,R..,X)=O 
since Hom,( WQk V*, k)=O, so RatRH(Rv., X),= Rat,H(R,., A’). 
COROLLARY 2.37. Assume that H is linearly reductive, and that ( )” 
carries R. H-injective modules to RH-injective modules. Then if I is RH- 
injective and V is H-simple, Rat,“(R “a, I) is also RH-injective. 
Proof Let W= V* and let E = RatRH( R, I). Then E is R. H-injective 
(2.23). Let X= R @‘k V. X is an R. H-module and free as R-module. 
EQk W is isomorphic to Hom,(X, E) as R * H-module: if $ E W, r E R, 
VE V and eE E, then (e@$)(r@v)=rqS(v)e. Since Rat,H(X,E)= 
Hom,G’, El by (2.12.2), we have Hom,.,(*, EBlk W)= 
Hom,.,((*)ORX, E) by (2.11), and since Hom,.,(*, E) and (*)0,X 
are exact, if follows that EQk W is R. H-injective. Thus (EO, W)” is an 
injective RH-module. It is easy to see that (E@, W)” is RH-isomorphic to 
Hom,(V, E). Now E,=Hom,(V, E)@, V as RH.H-module by (1.2), so 
E, is RH-injective, and the result follows from (2.36). 
If, in (2.37) Ryr is finitely generated as RH-module, then by (2.12.2), 
HomRH(Rv,,l) is RH-injective. We use this observation to conclude the 
llatess of R y* over RH, under the assumptions of (2.37). 
THEOREM 2.38. Assume that H is linearly reductive and that ( )” carries 
R. H-injective modules to R *-injective modules. Let V be a simple H-module. 
If R y is finitely generated, R y is R&at. If R w  is finitely generated for every 
simple H-module W, R is RH-flat. 
Proof Let I be an injective RH-module. Then the duality isomorphism 
[2, p. 3481 Hom,H(Torf”(X, R,,), I) = Extk”(X, HomRH(Rv, I)) and (2.37) 
shows that for any RH-module X, Tor, (X, R,) = 0. (We can take I to be 
the injective hull of this latter module.) Thus R, is RH-flat. The second 
assertion is immediate from the first. 
The converse of (2.38) is also true: 
PROPOSITION 2.39. Let H be linearly reductive and R flat over RH. Then 
( )” carries R- H-injectives to RH-injectives. 
Proof Let E be an injective R*-module, and X any RH-module. It is 
easy to see that HOmR.H(R@RHX, E)=Hom,H(X, EH), so that 
Hom,+(*, EH) is the composite of the exact functors R@)R~ (*) and 
HomR.H(*, E). 
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3. LOCALCOHOMOLOGYIN MoD(R.H) 
In this section we study the notions in Mod(R * H) analogous to 
associated prime, grade, and local cohomology and compare there to the 
corresponding properties in Mod(R”). In certain cases, we see that they 
are the same. We begin with a study of lifting ideals from RH to R. 
Throughout this section we assume H is linearly reductive and connected. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let Z be an ideal of RH. Then f=C{JIJ is an R. H- 
ideal of R and JH = I). (Note that by [ 14, (2), p. 281 I-Hz Z and since 
RZcz p=Z.) 
PROPOSTION 3.2. Let Z be an ideal of RH. 
(1) 7= (XE RIP,(Rx)GZ}. 
(2) *(R/7)=0. 
(3) Zf Z is a radical ideal, so is 1 
(4) Zf Z is a prime ideal, so is 1 
Proof. (1) The left-hand side is contained in the right by (3.1). Let Z’ 
denote the right-hand side. It is easy to see that Z’ is an ideal of R. If x E Z’ 
and h E H, P, (R(hx)) = P, (hRx) E Z, so I’ is an R * H-ideal and hence is 
contained in 1 
(2) Consider R --, R/f-+ Rat,H( R, (R/nH). Since (R/nH = RH/Z, it 
follows from (2.28) that the kernel of the composite is the set of all x E R 
with P,(h) G Z, so the kernel of the composite is, by part (l), 1 Thus 
*(R/I) = 0. 
(3) r=$ is an R. H-ideal. If x E Z’n RH then for some n 
xn~7nRH=Zso XEZ. Thus‘Z’Gz 
(4) By part (3), f is a radical ideal, so 7= P, n *** n P,, where Pi is 
prime. Now H permutes the finite set (PI,..., P,} so since H is connected 
we have that each Pi is an R * H-ideal. Z=TnRH= 
(P, n RH)n ... n (P, n RH) an Pin RH is prime. Since Z is also prime, 
Pin RH c Z for some i. Since 7~ Pi, Pin RH = Z so Pi E 7 and 7 is prime. 
We turn now to the associated primes of an R * H-module. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let M be an R a H-module. 
(1) Every associated prime of M is an R * H-ideal. 
(2) Zf M is R. H-irreducible, and P E Ass(M), there is an R * H-sub- 
module N of M with Ann(N) = P and Ass(N) = {P}. 
(3) Zf M-t M’ is an essential R * H-monomorphism then Ass(M) = 
Ass(M). 
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ProoJ (1) If M is finitely generated, then Ass(M) is a finite set of 
primes permuted by H. Since H is connected, each element of Ass(M) is an 
R. H-ideal. In general, M is a directed union of finitely generated R. H- 
submodules so the result follows from the previous case. 
(2) Let P E Ass(M) and let x E M with Ann(x) = P. Let 
N = I( R(hx)l h E H} be the R * H-submodule of M generated by x. Since 
Ann(hx) = h - ‘P and P is an R. H-ideal by (1 ), P G Ann(N). Of course, 
Ann(N) c Ann(x) = P also, so P = Ann(N). We can regard N as an 
(R/P). H-module, and hence assume P = 0. Note that N is finitely 
generated, and irreducible. Let N, be the R-torsion submodule of N. No is 
also an R * H-submodule of N. If N, # 0, I = Ann(N,) # 0, R, and I is an 
R. H-ideal, Since N is irreducible, N, z N is an essential R. H-submodule. 
By [ll, Corollary 10.10, p. 1971, there is a positive integer k such that 
Ik+lNnN,GIN,=O, and I ’ + ‘N is an R * H-submodule of N. Thus 
Ik+‘N=O and Ik+‘N is an R.H-submodule of N. Thus Ik+‘N=O and 
I&+’ G Ann(N) = 0, so I= 0. This contradiction shows that N,= 0 so 
Ass(N) = (0). 
(3) We assume MG M’. Let P E Ass(M), let x E M’ with Ann(x) = P 
and let N’ be the R. H-submodule of M’ generated by x. As in (2), 
Ann(N’)=P. Let N=N’nM, and let I=Ann(N). N#O and NGN’ is 
R. H-essential, and N’ is finitely generated. As in (2), we conclude that 
Ik+‘N’ = 0 for some k, so IE Ann(N’) = N. Since Ann(N’) E Ann(N), we 
have I= P. Now N is a finitely generated R-module with Ann(N) = P, so 
P E Ass(N). Thus P E Ass(M). Since Ass(M) G Ass(M), we have equality. 
From (3.3) we have the following consequences for injective hulls and 
associated primes: 
COROLLARY 3.4. If A4 is an R. H-module, Ass(M) = Ass(E,. H(M)), 
ProoJ ME ER.“(M) is essential, so (3.4) follows from (3.3.3). 
COROLLARY 3.5. If E is an indecomposable injective R ’ H-module, Ass(E) 
is a singleton. 
ProoJ: E is irreducible, so by (3.3.2) there is an R. H-submodule N of E 
with Ass(N) = {P} f or some prime P. Now N G E is essential, so by (3.3.3) 
Ass(E) = Ass(N) = {P}. 
We want to extend (3.4) and (3.5) to minimal injective resolutions. The 
next lemma will be used to measure when primes occur as associated 
primes in such resolutions. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let N and M be R. H-modules, and let {Ea. H(N)} and 
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{E;(N)} be the minimal injective resolutions of N in Mod(R * H) and 
Mod(R). Let Q be an R ’ H-ideal. 
(1) inf{iIHom.(R/Q,E’,.,(N))#O} = inf(i]Hom,(R/Q, E’,(N)) 
# 0} =inf(i]Ext’,(R/Q, N)#O}. 
(2) inf{i(Hom,.,(M,,?$.H(N))#O} = inf{ilExtk.,(M,, N)#O, 
0 # M, c M an R. H-submodule}. 
ProoJ (1) Let E’= Ei, ,(N), let d’: E’ + E’+ ’ be the differentiation of 
the resolution E’ and let K’ = Ker(d’). Then p = N and E’ is the injective 
hull of K’. Let p denote the first inf and q the third. By (2.15), 
Ext’, (R/Q, N) = H’(Hom, (R/Q, E*)) so p < q. The case p = 0 is (3.4), so 
assume p > 0, and let 0 #f E Horn, (R/Q, EP). Let x E f (R/Q) be non- 
zero, and let X0 be the R. H-submodule of EP generated by x. Then 
X= X0 n Kp is non-zero, and QX= 0. Let p E Ass(X). Then PI, Q and 
Horn, (R/P, Kp) # 0 so Horn, (R/Q, KP) # 0. The short exact sequence 0 + 
Kp- ’ + EP- ’ + KP + 0 yields the exact sequence Hom,(R/Q, EP- ‘) + 
Hom,(R/Q, Kp) + ExtX(R/Q, Kp-‘) + ExtX(R/Q, EP). The first term 
is zero by choice of p and the last is zero by (2.14). Thus O# 
Hom,(R/Q, EP) = Ext;(R/Q, KP- ‘). N ow by dimension shifting using 
(2.14), Extg(R/Q, N)=Extf,(R/Q, KPpl)#O, so p>q. Thus p=q. The 
equality of the middle and third terms in (1) is similar. 
(2) Let p and q be the left and right infs. If p =O, then q = 0 so we 
assume p>O. LetfE HomR.“(M, EP)#O, and let M,=f-‘(f(M)nKP). 
Then M,#O, Hom,.,(M,, KP)#O, and Hom,.,(MO, EP-‘)=O since 
Horn,. H(M, EP- ‘) = 0 and EP- ’ is injective. Then it follows, as above, 
that Extg.,(M,, N)#O from applying Hom,.,(M,, *) to the exact 
sequence 0 + KP-’ + EP-’ +Kp+O. Thus p2q. If q=O, p=O, so we 
take q > 0. Then the sequence 0 + Kq- ’ + Eq- ’ + K“ + 0 gives 
Hom...(M,, KY)+ Extk.,(M,, KY-‘) onto, and the latter is, by 
dimension shift, Ext%.,(M,, N). Thus Hom,.,(M,, K”)#O so 
Horn,. H(MO, E4) # 0 and, since EY is injective, Horn, “(M, E”) # 0. Thus 
q>p and we havep=q. 
Lemma (3.6) has an interesting consequence if R is Gorenstein in the 
sense of [ 11. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let R be Gorenstein and let { Fi “( R) > be the minimal 
injective resolution of R as an R. H-module. Then Ass(Fi. ,(R))z 
(P~Spec,(R)(ht(P)=i}. rfP~Ass(Ei.~(R)), i>,ht(P). 
Proof: By [ 1, p. 91 we know that E;(R) = 0 { E,(R/P)I P E Spec(R), 
ht(P)=i}. Let Q E Spec(R) and let p=inf{i(Hom,(R/Q, EL(R)) #O. Let 
f E Hom,(R/Q, .G(R)), f f@ and let X= f (R/Q). Let Q’ E Ass(X). Then 
ht(Q’) =p by the above description of EL. Since Q E Q’, if Q # Q’ then 
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ht(Q) <p so Hom,(R/Q, Eg-’ (R)) # 0, contrary to choice of p. Thus 
Q=Q’ and ht(Q)=p. Thus by (3.6.1), ht(Q)=inf{i]Ext’,(R/Q,R)#O}. 
Now let Q E Spec,(R). Again by (3.6.1) we have Hom,(R/Q, E:.,(R)) 
zero for i < ht( Q) and non-zero for i = ht(Q). Let q = ht(Q). Since 
Horn, (R/Q, EyR H(R)) # 0, there is Q’ E Spec,(R), Q’ containing Q, such 
that Q’ E Ass(E;.,(R)). Now Hom,(R/Q’, E;,H(R))#O, so by (3.6.1) 
q>inf{i]Ext,(R/Q’, R)#O} =ht(Q’), so ht(Q) 2 ht(Q’). This implies that 
Q = Q’ is in Ass(E;.,(R)). 
We cannot sharpen the inclusion in (3.7) to equality: for let H = GL, (k) 
act on R=k[x, y] in the standard fashion. Then Spec,(R)= 
(0, (4 Y) = M}. s ince ht(M) = 2, Extk(R/M, R) = 0, and Ext:(R/M, R) #O, 
and it follows that Ei.H(R)#O so EfR.H(R)#O. But there is no 
P E Spec,(R) with ht(P)= 1. 
From (3.7) we know that if P E Spec,(R) has height i, then 
P E Ass(E’, “( R)). This means that there is some indecomposable injective 
summand E of ER.H(R) with PEAss(E), and by (3.5) we then have 
{P} = Ass(E). W e will see next that there is exactly one summand. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let R be Gorenstein and let P E Spec,(R) with 
ht(P) = i. Then EX. “(R) contains a unique indecomposable direct summand 
E with Ass(E) = {P}. 
Proof Let Eg H(R) = Ep and let E$ (R) = Fp. Let KP = Ker( EP + EP + ’ ) 
and let Lp = Ker(Fp + Fp+’ ). The complex {EP} is R-exact and the 
complex (FP} is an injective resolution, so the identity R + R lifts to 
a map of complexes dp: EP -+ Fp. We have 0 = Hom,(R/P, E’-‘) = 
Hom,(R/P, F’- ‘) and 0 # Hom,(R/P, E’), 0 # Hom,(R/P, F’). Thus the 
long exact sequence for Hom,(R/P, *) gives a commutative diagram 
Hom,(R/P, K’)+Extk(R/P, KiP1)=Ext;(R/p, R) 
I I 
Hom,(R/P, L’) + Exti(R/P, L”) = Ext,(R/P, R) 
where the horizontal maps are isomorphisms, as is the right vertical one, so 
all are isomorphisms. Suppose there are two indecomposable injective sum- 
mands E and E’ of Ei. ,(R) such that (P} = Ass(E) = Ass(E’). By (3.3.2) 
there are R. H-submodules N and N* of E and E’ with Ass(N) = 
Ass(N’) = P and Ann(N) = Ann(N’) = P. M = N n K’ and M’ = N’ n K’ are 
non-zero, since K’ G Ea. H(R) is essential, and we have M n M’ = 0. We can 
regard M, M’ as submodules of Hom.(R/P, K’) = Horn, (R/P, Li). This 
provides elements x, y of L’ with Ann(x) = Ann(y) = P and Rx n Ry = 0 
(take x E M, y E M’). The existence of x and y contradict the fact that 
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Exti(R/P, R)P is one-dimensional [ 1, (2.7), p. 111. Thus there is a unique 
summand, as (3.8) asserts. 
In case R is regular and RH is local, (3.7) also yields the injective dimen- 
sion of R as R * H-submodule. (If H acts on a non-singular afline variety 
V,P is a prime ideal of k[V]” and s=k[VIH-P, then R=S-‘k[V] is 
regular (with an H-action) and RH = k[ V]; is local with maximal ideal 
M=Rk[tq!.) 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let R be regular and let RH be local with maximal 
ideal it4. Let h=ht(&?). Then Eh,.n(R)#O and EiTr!,(R)=O. 
Proof By (3.7), ~~Ass(E~.n(R))so Ei.H(R)#O. IfXand Yareany 
finitely generated R * H-modules, then Ann(Extd,(X, Y)) is an R * H-ideal 
for any d, and hence contained in I@. Since Rm is regular of dimension h, 
Extd,(X, Y),o=O for d>h. Thus Exti(X, Y)=O for d>h. By (2.16), we 
have Ext$, H(X, R) = 0 for d> h, and all finitely generated R. H-modules 
X, from which it follows that Eh,t,!,( R) = 0. 
Using (3.9), (3.7), and (3.6), we can deduce the vanishing of Extk (*, R) 
for i # h on R. H-modules whose only associated prime is ii?: 
COROLLARY 3.10. Assume that R is regular and that RH is local with 
maximal ideal M. Let h = ht(R) and let X be a finitely generated R - H- 
module with Ass(X) c {a>. Then Exti(X, R) = 0 for i# h, and 
Exti(X, R)=Hom,(X, E$.n(R)). 
Proof Assume that Exti,(X, R) #O. It follows from (2.15) that 
Horn, (X, EL. H(R)) # 0. Thus Ek ,, (R) contains a submodule annihilated 
by a power of n;i, and any associated prime of this submodule contains &$. 
By (3.3.1), we conclude that ME Ass(Ei,. H(R)), so by (3.7),j> h. Since by 
(3.9) EjR. H (R) = 0 if j > h, we conclude that j = h. We have actually shown 
that Hom,(X, EjR H(R)) = 0 for i # h, so the final assertion also follows 
from (2.15). 
Actually, (3.10) allows us to identify the indecomposable summand of 
E”, H(R) associated to A: 
PROPOSITION 3.11. Assume that R is regular and that RH is local with 
maximal ideal M. Let h = ht(&?). Let E be the (unique) indecomposable 
direct summand of Ei. ,(R) with Ass(E) = a. Then E is R isomorphic to the 
local cohomology group HL (R). Moreover, E is irreducible as R-module. 
Proof. E is unique by (3.8). Let X be a finitely generated R * H-module 
with Ass(X) = &?. The identity Hom,(X, H’,&(R)) = Hom,(X, R) yields a 
spectral sequence Extg(X, H%(R))=-Exth,(X, R). By (3.10), H&(R)=Ofor 
q#h, so the spectral sequence collapses to isomorphisms 
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Ext$(X, H’h(R))= Ext”,+h(X, R) (the right-hand side vanishes by (3.10) 
when p>O). By (3.10) and the case p=O of the isomorphism we have 
Hom,(X, Hh,(R))= Hom,(X, Ei.H(R)). Applying this identity with 
X= R/m and passing to the direct limit over i yields the result. Now let 
T = Rlii, let N = MRti and let K = T/N. Localizing at M, we have 
H&(R)@ = Hh,( T) and by [S, Proposition 1.14, p. 651 this latter is T- 
isomorphic to E,(K). Thus Elii= E,(K) is irreducible as T-module. 
Moreover, E injects into E,. It follows that E is R-irreducible. 
We now turn to a comparison of local cohomology of R. H-modules and 
their RH-modules of invariants. For any R-module M and ideal J of R, the 
local cohomology group HJ” (M) equals dir lim Extg (R/J’, M) 
[S, Theorem 2.8, p. 303. If J is an R. H-ideal and M is an R. H-module, it 
follows from (2.16) that H;(M) is an R. H-module, and that H;(M)“= 
dir lim Ext; H (R/J’, M). In case J = RJ”, we can further identify H,P (M)“, 
as we will now see. 
LEMMA 3.12. Let M be a finitely generated R”-module and let N be an 
R. H-module. Then for all i, Exti”(M, N) is an H-module and 
Ext’,/,(M, N)” = Ext&,(M, NH). 
Proof Let S= R” and consider M and N as S. H-modules (H acts 
trivially on M). Let {F,} be a resolution of M by finitely generated 
free S-modules, and regard each Fi as an S. H-module with trivial 
H-action. Then Exti(M, N) is an H-module (even an S. H-module) 
by (2.16). Ext$(M, N)” = H’(Hom,(F,, N))” = H’(Hom,(P,, N)“). By 
(2.12), then Hom,(F,, N)” = Hom,(F,, NH). Thus Ext’,(M, N)” = 
H’(Hom,(P,, NH)) = Exti(M, NH). 
THEOREM 3.13. Let M be an R’ H-module and J an R. H-ideal with 
J=RJ”. Thenfor allp, H,P(M)H=H$;,(MH)=dirlimExtg.H(R/Ji,M). 
Proo$ We have already noted the equality of the first and third 
terms above. By [S, Corollary 4.7, p. 743 we have H,P(M) = H;“(M). Let 
Z= Jn. Then Hf (M) equals dir lim Ext;,(RH/Zk, M). Taking invariants 
commutes with direct limits, so by (3.12) we have H;(M)“= 
dir lim Extg,(RH/Zk, M”) = Hf(M”). 
An instance of (3.17) of special interest is when the ideal J is maximal. 
PROPOSITION 3.14. Assume that R is regular, that R” is local with 
maximal ideal M, and that M = RM. Let p = ht(M). Then R” is Gorenstein 
of dimension p, and HP,(R) = E, H (R/M). 
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Proof. Let q = ht(M) and r = depth(RH). We have p > q B r. By (3.13), 
H’, (R)H = H1i (RH) for all i. Thus H’,(R”) = 0 for i <p. This implies that 
r 2p so p = q = r. Choose x in Hh (R)” such that the annihilator of x in 
RH is M. Then annihilator of x, as an element of H&(R) is an R * H-ideal of 
R containing M, so it equals &!, The map r H rx induces an R. H-injection 
R/&f + H&(R). By (3.11) this latter R . H-module is injective, so HP,(R) = 
ER.H(R/M). By (3.22) and (2.29.2), ER.H(R/@=R~~RH(R, ER~(EH/M)) 
and so by (2.24) we have Hf;,(R)H = ER~(RH/M). It follows that RH is 
Gorenstein of dimension p. 
If we analyze the preceding proof, we find the first conclusions (that 
p = q = r) only requires that A be the radical of RM, since HI&= WA,,, in 
that case. If we then assume that Hf,-,(R)H contains an element annihilated 
by &?, we can complete the argument without change. This yields the 
following variant of (3.14): 
PROPOSITION 3.15. Assume that R is regular, that RH is local with 
maximal ideal M, and that li;r is the radical of RM. Let p = ht(@) and 
assume that H&(R) contains an invariant (non-zero) annihilated by i@. Then 
RH is Gorenstein of dimenion p and H&(R) = ER.H(R/li;i). 
The converse of (3.15) does not hold: it is possible that RH is Gorenstein 
of dimension p with R the radical of RM, but HP,(R) # E,. ,(R(fi), as 
the following example shows: let H = G, act on S= k[x,, x2, x;‘] by 
t*x,=tx,and t.x,=t-2x2.ThenSH=k[y],wherey=x~x2.Welocalize 
S at the multiplicatively closed set SH - ySH and call the result R. H acts 
on with RH (local) Gorenstein of dimension one with maximal ideal M 
generated by y, RM = xfR and ii;i = x1 R. If we invert all the H-semi- 
invariants of R, we obtain the subring k( y)[x,, x;‘] of the quotient field 
of R. As we will see in (4.12), k(y)[x,, x;‘] = Ei.H(R). Since ht(i@)= 1, 
by (3.9) O+R+EO,.,(R)+E~.,(R)+O is exact, so E;.,(R)= 
k(y)[x,,x;‘]/R, and Ei.,(R)#E,.,(R/&f), and by (3.11) we have 
H&(Rj#E,.,(R/i$?). 
(We can identify EX. H(R) in the above example: it is the injective hull in 
Mod(R. H) of the (simple) R-H-module R/m@, V, where V is the one- 
dimensional H-module on with t in H acts by multiplication by t-l.) 
The above example also points out several other possibilities about 
the minimal R * H-injective resolution EX H(R): since Horn,. H (R/a, 
E;.,(R))=0 for i=O, 1 we have by (3.6.2) that Ext’,.,(R/li;i, R)=O for 
all i. (It is easy to see, however, that Extf,. H( R/&f’, R) # 0.) Also, we note 
that ER, H(R/&?) occurs nowhere in the minimal R. H-injective resolution 
of R. 
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4. TORI AND LOCALIZATION 
In this section we show how the results of Section 3 can be extended to 
some non-maximal R. H prime ideals by localization. When H is a torus, 
localization works for all non-maximal primes and we get a complete 
description of injective R. H-modules. In particular, we refine the Bass 
numbers [ 1, p. 111 to apply to Mod(R . H). 
When H is not a torus, only partial localization is possible, but this is 
sufficient to deal with R. H prime ideals of the form P, where P is a prime 
ideal of RH. 
In general, it is not possible to localize R and preserve the rationality of 
the H-action. We do preserve the action if we invert a set of semi- 
invariants. If P is a prime R * H-ideal denote localization by the set of semi- . 
invariants m R - P by ( *)CP,, following the notation of [7, p. 2901. 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume H is a torus and that P is a prime R ’ H-ideal. Let 
S= R,,,. Then Q = PS is the unique maximal S* H-ideal of S, SH is local 
with maximal ideal M = QH and I@ = Q. 
Proof: Let P’ be an R. H-ideal of R properly containing P. Then P’,!P 
contains a semi-invariant, and there is a semi-invariant of P’ mapping onto 
it, which becomes a unit in S. Thus Q is maximal, and the remaining asser- 
tions follow. 
Because of (4.1), when H is a torus we can restrict attention to maximal 
R. H-ideals, without loss of generality. 
In particular, we want to analyze indecomposable injectives in this case. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let H be a torus, let x E X(H) be a character of H and 
let M be an R. H-module. Then [x] denotes the one-dimensional H- 
module on which H acts via 1, and M[x] denotes the R. H-module 
MOkCXI. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let H be a torus, assume P is a prime R. H-ideal, and let E 
be an indecomposable R. H-injective with Ass(E) = P. Then there is a 
x E X(H) such that E= ER.H(R/P[~])= ER.H(R/P)[~]. Moreover, for any 
Ic/ E X(H), E, H (R/PC $1) is an indecomposable inj’ective. 
ProojI E contains an R. H-submodule V with Ann(V) = P and 
Ass(V) = (P} by (3.2.2). If v E V is an H-semi-invariant of weight 
x E X(H), then the cyclic R. H-submodule Rv of E is isomorphic to 
R/P[x]. Thus the first equality obtains, while the second follows from the 
identity, valid for all R. H-modules M, that ER.H(M[$])= ER.H(M)[$]. 
For the final assertion, we note that if E,. H(R/p[$]) is decomposable, so 
is ER.H~Wf’C$l)CV1l =ER-H(WP), so we may assume $ = 1. But R/P 
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is irreducible even as an R-module, so its R + H-injective hull is indecom- 
posable. 
We also need to recall the following: 
LEMMA 4.4. Let H be a torus, assume P is a maximal R. H-ideal, and let 
M be an R * H-module with Ann(M) = P. Then there is a set {xi 1 i E Z} of 
characters of H with M = 0 { R/P[x,] I i E Z}. 
Proof: We can assume P = 0. Then by [6, Proposition 3.101 we know 
M is a direct sum of simple R. H-modules, and a simple module is 
cyclically generated by a semi-invariant. 
To complete the classification of injective R. H-modules when H is a 
torus, we need to note that indecomposable injectives are partially 
divisible. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let H be a torus, let P be a prime R. H-ideal, let x be 
a character of H and let E= ER.H(R/P[~]). Then E= Es.n(S/Q[x]) where 
S= RCP, and Q= PS. 
Proof If r E R is a semi-invariant, then U = {x E E I rx = 0} is an R. H- 
submodule of E. If U # 0, Ass(U) = {P}, so there is x E U with Ann(x) = P, 
and hence r E P. So if r 4 P, U = 0. Assume that r has weight $I, and define 
fi E[ J/l+ E by f (x @ a) = rxa. Then f is an R. H-homomorphism, which is 
injective if r is not in P. Since E is indecomposable by (4.3), f is an 
isomorphism, so r acts like a unit on E. Hence we localize at semi- 
invariants outside P, which amounts to passing to S. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Assume H is a torus and let E be an indecomposable 
injective R. H-module with Ass(E) = {P}. Then Hom,(RfP, E)= S/Q[x], 
where S = R(r), Q = PS and 1 E X(H). 
Proof: By (4.5), ( ~EE]Px=O)=(XEE~.~(S/Q[~])]QX=O>. This 
latter S-module must be indecomposable, and so by (4.4) we conclude it 
equals WQCxl. 
The character x which appears in (4.6) is not unique: we have S/Q[x] 
S* H-isomorphic to S/Q[$] if S/Q[& ‘1 is S. H-isomorphic to S/Q, and 
conversely. Thus x is only determined modulo the subgroup of characters $J 
such that S/Q[+] is S. H-isomorphic to S/Q, which is equivalent to saying 
that S/Q has a semi-invariant unit of weight II/. We give this group a name: 
DEFINITION 4.7. Assume H is a torus and let P be a prime R 1 H-ideal. 
Then X( H, P) is the quotient of X(H) modulo weights of semi-invariant 
units in RCp,/PRCp,. 
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We can now summarize the structure of injective R. H-modules when H 
is a torus: such a module E can be described as a collection of cardinals 
m(P, x, E) (where P ranges over Spec,( R) and x over X( H, P)) telling how 
each different type of indecomposable injective occurs. In a similar fashion 
we describe minimal injective resolutions: 
Notation 4.8. Assume H is a torus and let M be an R. H-module. Then 
for P E Spec,(R) and x E X(H, P), pi(P, x, M)=m(P, x, Ea.H(M)). 
We are going to show that x(x E X(H, P)Ipj(P, x, M)} =,uLi(P, M), 
where the latter is as in [l, p. 111. We first need to complement (4.6): 
LEMMA 4.9. Assume H is a torus, P a prime R. H-ideal and E an 
indecomposable injective R. H-module with Ass(E) = {P’ >, P’ # P. Then 
Hom,(R/P, E)(,, = 0. 
Proof. Let x E E with Px = 0. If x # 0, we have Ps P’. Choose 
s E P’- P semi-invariant. Then S”X = 0 for some n. It follows that 
{XE ElPx=O}=H om,(R/P, E) is zero after localizing at the semi- 
invariants in R - P. 
THEOREM 4.10. Assume H is a torus, P is a prime R. H-ideal, and let A4 
be an R. H-module. Then for each i, we have 
(1) ExtRW/P, W,.,=Hom.(RIP, ER.H(W)tPj 
(2) C{X E x(H, P)IPi(P, ~3 Ml} =Pi(P, M). 
Proof: Let Ej = EL H(M) and let Kj = Ker( Ej + Ej+ ’ ). To establish ( 1 ), 
we can localize at semi-invariants outside P to assume R = R(,,, and then 
P is the unique maximal R. H-ideal of R by (4.1). Then, by (4.9), 
Horn, (R/P, E’) is a sum of simple R. H-modules so that {x E Ej 1 Px = 0) 
is contained in ti. Thus Hom,(R/P, E*) has zero transition maps, and (1) 
follows from (2.15). By (4.6) and (4.9), now, Hom,(R/P, Ei.,(M))(,, is a 
free S/Q-module of rank the left side of (2), where S = R,,, and Q = PS. By 
[ 1, Lemma 2.7, p. 1 l] Ext,(R/P, M),, is a vector space over the quotient 
field K of R/P of dimension pi(P, M). Since K is also the quotient field of 
S, we obtain (2). 
In particular, when A4 is finitely generated we see that ,ui(P, x, M) is 
finite and non-zero for only finitely many x in X(H, P). 
If R is Gorenstein, (4.10) implies the following strenghtening of (3.7): 
COROLLARY 4.11. Assume H is a torus and that R is Gorenstein. Then 
Ass(E~.~(R))= (P E Spec,(R)(ht(P)=i). For each P E Spec,(R), if 
ht(P)= i there is a unique x E X(H, P) such that pi(P, x, R)#O. 
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Proof Ass(Ek.,(R))= {PIpi(P, x, R)#O for some x E X(H, P)}. By 
[l, (f), p. lo] we have pi(P, R)=O if i#ht(P) and 1 if i=ht(P), so both 
assertions follow from (4.10.2). 
The example at the end of section 3 shows that the x in the second asser- 
tion of (4.11) need not be trivial. 
The identification in (4.5) has other useful consequences, which we now 
record: 
PROPOSITION 4.12. Assume H is a torus and that R is a domain. Then 
&.,W=R,,,. 
Proof: Let S = RCo,. Then E,. H(R) = Es.“(S) by (4.3). But S is simple, 
so by [6, Proposition 3.101 every S. H-module is injective, and hence 
ES.H(S) = S. 
PROPOSITION 4.13. Assume H is a torus, let P be a prime R * H-ideal, let x 
be a character of H and let S = RCp, and Q = PS. Then E,. ,(R/P[x]) = 
RaMX &U~/QY’)Kxl. Kf or each cc/ CG X(H) we have S, = (s E S I s is 
semi-invariant of weight +} finitely generated as an SH-module, then 
ER.H(R/PCXI)=(O iti E JW~IHow4~~~ E~~((s/Q)H))))C~I. 
Proof. By (4.5), ER.H(R/P[x])=E~.H(S/Q[~], and by (4.1) Q=li;i, 
where M = Q n SH and M is maximal in SH. Now by (3.2), *(S/Q) = 0, so 
by (2.29.2), we have Es.H(S/Q) = Rat,H(S, E,H((S/Q)~)). This shows the 
first assertion of (4.13). For the second, we note that the simple H-modules 
correspond to characters of H, and so for any S,-module X, we have by 
(2.36) that Rat,H(S, X)= 0 {I/I E X(H)lRat,~(s,, X)}. This is almost the 
second assertion of (4.13): we need only apply (2.12.2). 
Using (4.13), (4.5), and (4.3), we have a complete description of 
indecompable R * H-injectives, when H is a torus. 
The preceding results actually apply to all Z’“‘-graded Noetherian k- 
algebras R: for let H be a torus with X(H) = Z”“, and for each x E 7(“) let 
H act on R, by h(f) = x(h)f: Then H acts appropriately on R, and the 
R. H-modules are just the graded R-modules. 
When H is arbitrary, we can no longer localize as in (4.1) to force an 
arbitrary prime R * H-ideal to become maximal. We can, however, still 
localize by invariants, so that we can at least assume that RH is local. 
We will use the following notation: if P is a prime ideal of RH and M is 
an R + H-module, then M, denotes (RH - P)-‘M, and we note that M, is 
an R, * H-module. 
PROPOSITON 4.14. Let H be linearly reductive, let P be a prime ideal of 
RH, let T= R, and let Q = PT. 
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(1) Q is the unique maximal T. H-ideal of T, TH is local with maximal 
ideal L = Q n TH and Q = E. 
(2) If R is a domain, TH = (RH)p. 
ProoJ: (1) Let I be a prime T. H-ideal of T. Then (In R)H~ P, so 
In R E P and hence IS Q. Every T. H-ideal is contained in a prime T. H- 
ideal, so in fact Q contains all T. H-ideals. If J is an ideal of TH, JT c Q so 
J= (JT)H s L. Thus T” is local with maximal ideal L, and since EC Q 
with LnTH=QnTH=L we have L=Q. 
(2) If R is a domain, a fraction XJS in T with x E R and s E RH - P is 
invariant if and only if x is. 
With this localization we can sharpen (3.7) a bit: 
COROLLARY 4.15. Let R be regular, H linearly reductive, let P be a prime 
ideal of RH and let h = ht(P). Then P E Ass(E’, H(R)) if and only if i = h. 
ProoJ Since localization at P conserves minimal injective resolutions, 
we can assume by (4.14.1) that RH is local with maximal ideal P, and then 
the corollary follows from (3.7) and (3.9). 
Finally, we consider an application where R is the coordinate ring of an 
afflne k-variety V on which H acts as an algebraic transformation group. 
THEOREM 4.16. Let the reductive group H act on the non-singular affine 
k-variety V. Assume that the geometric quotient V/H exists and thatfibres of 
the projection p: V + V/H are scheme-theoretically reduced. Then V/H is 
Gorenstein. 
Proof. Let R= k[V]. Then VJH is afine with coordinate ring RH 
[14, Theorem 1.1, p. 271. Let A4 be a maximal ideal of RH. If x is the point 
of V/H corresponding to M, then li;i is the ideal of the fibre p-‘(x), and 
since the libre is reduced we have &8= RA4. Now localize at M. By (4.14), 
RH is now local with maximal ideal M, and (3.14) implies that RH is 
Gorenstein. 
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